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Over the course of its two seasons, IRIS has had a total of more than 30 major terrorists taken down. The show does not hold back in forcing
its message of how much the terrorists threaten us. Some of the bad guys are so evil that there is no ambiguity in their intent. They had, after
all, sworn to take down the United States. IRIS' battle against the terrorists becomes a moral struggle for the viewer in the first season. Their
methods are certainly questionable, but as the series progresses, the morality of the IRIS team becomes a serious issue. In the first season,
the series mainly focuses on the efforts of agent Kim Seung-Hee and her work with her team. A lot of the drama centres on Kim Seung-Hee's
struggle to prove herself as an agent. IRIS 2 season two is very different from the first. The season starts off with a huge explosion. Kim Seung-
Hee is kidnapped and then rescued by an unknown person. Soon after, Kim Seung-Hee finds out that she is part of IRIS. Her capture was part
of a larger conspiracy involving a big investor in South Korea. related posts heartbreak high season 1 (complete) [tv series] movies cheese in
the trap season 1 (complete) [korean drama] k drama my country: the new age season 1 (complete) [korean drama] k drama memorist
season 1 (complete) [korean drama] k drama surprise: the secret room season 1 (episode 1 added) [korean drama] k drama school 2017
season 1 (complete) [korean drama] k drama #relatedposts ul li { min-height: 240px; } #relatedposts ul { list-style: none; margin: 0;
overflow: auto; } #relatedposts ul li { background-color: #fff; margin: 5px 4px 5px; padding: 7px; overflow: auto; float: left; width: 30%;
display: block; background-color: #700202; text-overflow: ellipsis; position: relative; }.
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